Previous research work shows that the normal pressure can promote the formability of the sheet metal, in this paper we analyze how the normal pressure affects the deformation behavior of the Ni-base superalloy sheet metal. From the point of feasibility of technology, the bulging test was taken to evaluate the formability of Ni-base superalloy sheet. The overlapping sheet with strengthening effect was loaded to the forming sheet, rigid punch, polyurethane rubber and viscous medium were selecetd as various hardness punches. The FEM analysis of overlapped GH4169 in different forming methods were carried out thirogh finite element analysis software DEFORM-2D. It is shown that the strain state of the overlapped sheet viscous pressure bulging process have a more uniform distribution and smaller variation gradient.
INTRODUCTION
In areas such as automotive, aerospace, structural light-weighting has been the main development direction of sheet metal forming, therefore the light structural materials with high strength has received considerable attention in recent years, such as aluminum alloys, titanium alloys and superalloy [1] [2] . Due to excellent capacity in resistance to high temperature, Ni-based superalloy has been widely used in aerospace areas. While, the proportion of Ni is big, in order to lose weight, the wall thickness of the sheet must be selected very thin. At the same time, the Ni-base superalloy material has larger yield strength. It is difficult to use the conventional forming method to form parts. Therefore, how to improve the formability of the thin-walled diffcult forming superalloy sheet becomes a big challenge [3] . It has been proved by theory and experiments that high hydrostatic pressure can suppresses void growth, thereby delay fracture and improve formability [4] . The idea of using the normal stress to improve the formability of sheet metal began to receive more attention. Masanori et al. [5] investigated experimentally the forming limit of the overlapping sheet metal struck by hemi-spherical punch, and explored the effect of sheet interface lubrication condition. They found that the overlapping of the same sheets could improve the formability, and the fracture location depended on the interface lubrication condition. Liu et al. [6] proposed the dual-sided viscous pressure forming technique that introduced the viscous medium on both sides of the sheet. The locations of the inlet and outlet port in the die were used to control the pressure distribution. It was shown that the wall-thickness distribution can be improved by controlling the pressure differential over the top and bottom of the sheet surfaces.
Bulging test is a typical sheet metal forming process, which is usually used to evaluate formability of sheet [7] . In this paper, we focus on Ni-base superalloy sheet with 0.3mm thickness. Rigid punch, polyurethane rubbers with different strengths and viscous medium are selected to achieve continuous variation of punch strength and normal stress is applied by overlapping sheet. Finite element analysis software DEFORM-2D is used to to analyze stress and strain state of the overlapped sheet bulging process.
PRINCIPLE OF BULGING PROCESS WITH OVERLAPPED SHEET
As shown in Fig. 1 , two overlapping sheets are clamped along their boundary by a draw-bead between upper and bottom die. Three different hardness punches, rigid punch, polyurethane rubber and viscous medium are selected as pressure-carrying medium. Thus, when the piston/punch pushes, the inner sheet is stretched under the constraint provided by the pressure-carrying medium/punch and outer sheet. The outer sheet is also plastically deformed under the normal pressure and tangential interface friction provided by the inner sheet. 
FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION MODEL
The rigid-plastic finite element code DEFORM-2D is used to simulate the bulging process. The FEA model is shown in Fig. 2 . The simulations are applied with the following process parameters: a) Nickel-based superalloy GH4169 is chosen as target sheet (inner sheet) and the initial thickness is 0.3mm. Its mechanical property is approximated by 
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF BULGING PROCESS Normal Pressure Distribution
When the bulging height is 15mm, the normal pressure distribution of target sheet provided by the overlapped sheet is shown in Fig. 5 . We can see that the normal pressure acts on the target sheet only in the contacting zone during rigid die and polyurethane rubber bulging process. This is because the target sheet and the punch do not completely contact with each other, have a noncontact zone where the normal pressure is close to zero. While, in viscous pressure bulging process, the target sheet and the viscous medium maintain close contact. Thus, normal pressure acts on the whole target sheet at all times and it increases along the radius direction. So, during rigid die or polyurethane rubber bulging process, only in the local deformation zone the target sheet is under normal pressure that can not reach the full potential of normal pressure on improving the formability of the target sheet. 
Strain Distributions
When bulging height is 15mm, the radial, circumferential and thickness strain distributions of the target sheet are shown in Fig. 6 .
During rigid die bulging process, the radial and circumferential strain of the target sheet first increase to the maximum at transition position from contact region to noncontact region, then decrease, while the thickness strain first decrease to the minimum at the same transition position, then increase. For polyurethane rubber bulging with different hardness, the smaller the elastic modulus is, the smaller the radial and thickness strain at the contact region are, and the bigger the radial and thickness strain at noncontact region and the circumferential strain are. It means the distribution of the strain is more uniform in the whole part with lower hardness polyurethane rubber. In viscous pressure bulging process, the radial and circumferential strain of sheet gradually reduce along the radius direction, and the thickness strain gradually increases.
Compared strain distributions of the target sheet with different hardness punches, we can see that strains of the target sheet using viscous medium as the punch, which have a more uniform distribution and smaller variation gradient, do not have a sudden change position. Furthermore, during viscous medium bulging process, the values of the radial and circumferential strain are closer at 1/2 height of the part, which means the stress state is close to equiaxial dual-tension, so the bulging part is nearly spherical in shape . 
CONCLUSIONS
Based on numerical simulation results obtained above, we can get that during overlapped sheet bulging with three different hardness of punches:
1) The smaller the punch's hardness is, the more uniform the normal pressure distribution stress is. Compared with rigid die and polyurethane rubber, using viscous medium as pressure-carrying medium can provide a more uniform normal pressure for the target sheet.
2) Compared strain distributions of the target sheet with different hardness punches, we can see that the target sheet using viscous medium as the punch has a more uniform distribution and smaller variation gradient, does not have a sudden change position.
3) During viscous medium bulging process, the values of the radial and circumferential strain are closer at 1/2 height of the part, and the bulging part is nearly spherical in shape.
